Synthetic oligoribonucleotides have been used to probe the interaction of MS2 coat protein with the translational operator of the MS2 replicase gene. We have investigated the possible formation of a transient covalent bond between the single-stranded uridine residue, at position -5, and a cysteine side-chain on the coat protein, by the incorporation of a chemically modified residue (5-BrU) at this position. This chemically synthesised operator variant has a binding constant of between 10 and 50 times greater than that of the wild type and is therefore comparable with the tight binding variant having a cytidine substituted at the -5 position. Dissociation kinetics show that the complex with the 5-BrU operator is more stable than the -5C variant; a result which is consistent with the formation of a Michael adduct at the -5 position. In addition, a number of other chemical variants of the operator have been analysed. These include operators incorporating deoxyadenine residues at each of the important single-stranded adenine sites.
INTRODUCTION
Many important cellular events are mediated by the specific interaction of proteins with RNAs. However, despite the importance of this class of interaction we still know very little about the structural details of sequence-specific recognition of RNAs by proteins. Structural studies of RNA-protein complexes have been hampered by 1) the size or complexity of the RNA components, 2) the relative instability of RNAs, and 3) by the unavailability of large quantities of homogeneous complexes. A considerable advance in this field would come from the ready availability of synthetic RNAs and this has led to the development of various RNA transcription systems for the production of RNAs in quantities sufficient for biochemical experiments (2, 3, 4) . However, these systems suffer several disadvantages, which include the requirement for specific leader sequences for efficient transcription to occur and the restriction to syntheses containing naturally occuring nucleotides. In addition large scale preparations are expensive and the products tend to contain sufficient levels of mis-incorporation as to make structural studies difficult (eg. by broadening NMR line widths).
Clearly an ideal solution would be the direct chemical synthesis of oligoribonucleotides, which would have the potential for the incorporation of novel chemical groupings and cost effective production of material on a large scale. Several routes towards chemical synthesis have been developed. Recently Ogilvie and his colleagues have reported a method for the rapid and efficient construction of ribo-oligonucleotides using automated solid phase methods based on the phosphoramidite chemistry (5) which has proved very successful for the synthesis of DNA oligonucleotides. Since many biochemical laboratories have access to solid-phase oligonucleotide synthesisers this development should allow chemically synthesised oligoribonucleotides to be used in place of in vitro transcripts for both functional and structural studies.
We have utilised the Ogilvie method to produce synthetic oligoribonucleotides to study RNA-protein interactions in the MS2(R17) translational repression complex. Uhlenbeck and his colleagues have shown that the coat protein recognition site (translational operator) is limited to a 19 base stem-loop (Fig. 1) . By the use of sequence variants produced enzymatically it has been shown that essentially all the sequence can be varied without affecting binding. The only requirements appear to be for the secondary structure to be preserved ie. the base-paired stem, and for positions -10 to be a purine, -5 to be a pyrimidine, with adenines at -7 and -4 (6-9).
The pyrimidine requirement at -5 has been explained by the evidence in support of Michael addition to this residue by a protein cysteine during complex formation (10 MS2 C-variant is consistent with the fact that the Michael adduct with cytidine is more stable than with uridine (11 Base compositional analysis As described by Eadie et al (20) .
Binding assays Filter binding affinity and dissociation assays were performed as described by Carey and Uhlenbeck (7). The average step-wise yields as determined by trityl release were 90-98% giving overall yields from 20-48% (Table One) Sequence and base composition analysis All RNAs were sequenced enzymatically (21) , and terminal nucleotides confirmed by P1 (5' terminus) and T2 (3' terminus) digestions followed by thin layer chromatography. Fig. 2 shows (9) and is a reflection of the intrinsic RNA-protein affinity and the retention efficiency of the filter (Fig. 4a) . The -10 variant did not bind coat protein at concentrations where binding is specific. Substitution of adenines at -4, -7 and -10 by dA resulted in small decreases in the affinity for coat protein suggesting that the operator structure is not greatly disturbed by these changes (Fig. 4b) and that there are no direct contacts made between the protein and the 2' hydroxyl group. The 5 BrU derivative shows a complex affinity curve with an apparent initial saturation of some 20% of the input RNA with a half-maximal concentration of coat protein of 10-8M followed by a second increase in binding with an apparent affinity slightly lower than wild-type but with an identical saturation. Affinity measurements at different temperatures (Fig. 4c) showed that as the temperature is increased the complex behaviour disappears to produce an apparently single binding curve. As with the wildtype sequence the apparent affinity decreases with increasing temperature. At temperatures below 21°C there appears to be two classes of operator fragment as judged by their affinity for coat protein. The amount of the high affinity component is apparentdy reduced by increasing temperature.
The kinetics of the interaction between coat protein and the RNA variants have been assessed by determination of the rates of dissociation of the complexes (Table Two) (5) has the advantage that the synthesis uses phosphoramidite chemistry similar to that used for the solid phase synthesis of DNA oligonucleotides. This allows ribo-oligonucleotides to be synthesised automatically using existing solid-phase DNA synthesizers which are widely available.
Various problems occur with the synthesis and deprotection of ribo-oligonucleotides which are not relevant to the deoxy series. The most important of these is interconversion of phosphate esters between the 2' and 3' positions. The use of 2' silyl protected nucleotides, which are subsequently deprotected in the presence of fluoride ions appears to have overcome this problem (5). It is, however, important to test the synthetic products of this methodology extensively before its use becomes routine. The synthesis of a tRNA(70mer) which is correctly charged with its cognate amino acid has been reported (26) , together with the large scale ( 20%mole) synthesis and purification of a self-complementary 12mer (23) . This duplex has been subjected to high-resolution 2D 'H NMR which failed to detect significant chemical inhomogeneity.
Here we report the use of this synthesis technology to probe the details of a well-characterised RNA-protein recognition event in the formation of the MS2 translational repression complex. This complex has the advantage that it has been extensively studied in terms of sequence specificity (9) and allows detailed comparisons to be made with the synthetic products.
Our results of filter-binding with sequence variants suggested that the synthetic ribo-oligonucleotides are correctly recognised by the MS2 coat protein with KY's identical, within experimental error, to those obtained with the operator RNA transcribed in vitro. Furthermore, saturation values for coat protein binding indicate that the bulk of the material is competent for binding. The synthetic ribo-oligonucleotides are also correctly recognised by the sequence-specific RNases used to confirm their sequences. These reactions appear highly specific since fragments containing chemically variant groups (5 (Fig.6 ) and iv) two differing conformations of the coat protein ligand. We exclude, i) because the NMR spectrum of the protected 5-bromouridine phosphoramidite is consistent with the presence of only the keto form, and iv) because if the effect were due to the presence of several protein conformations it should have been observable with the other RNA fragments. A molecular model of the operator fragment has been built which suggests that the C6 atom is not accessible from the solvent (14) consistent with ii). In order to discriminate between the hindered rotamer and the diastereomer effects we are synthesizing other Michael acceptors, e.g. 5-CN.U, which retain the electron withdrawal properties of Br but are much smaller (Goodman et al, in progress).
The results with the deoxyadenosine substitutions show the advantage of compatible chemistry between the deoxy and the ribo phosphoramidite series. In particular for RNA's, it should be possible to examine the role of the 2' hydroxyl group by synthesizing mixed ribo-deoxy oligonucleotides. This might be especially useful in examining RNA's in which the 2' hydroxyl group is suspected of an important structural or functional role (such as formation of a H-bond with a protein or other ligand, or direct participation in a chemical reaction). Deoxy substitution at all three important adenine positions in the MS2 translational operator suggests little or no effect on this recognition event.
These data confirm the usefulness of the Ogilvie approach to chemical synthesis of ribo-oligonucleotides and highlight the potential for its application to a wide number of exciting problems involving RNA.
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